1. Introduction and Overview {#sec1}
============================

Maintaining fidelity of DNA replication is essential to the survival of even the simplest organisms. Based on mammalian models, lack of faithful DNA replication by DNA polymerases is associated with a large number of human diseases including, but not limited to, cancer and a variety of precancerous conditions \[[@B1]--[@B7]\]. A number of repair mechanisms exist to correct errors that occur during DNA synthesis, including mismatch repair, base and nucleotide excision repair, and recombination repair, and these mechanisms have been reviewed recently elsewhere \[[@B8]--[@B11]\]. Despite the existence of these repair mechanisms, a major determinant of replication fidelity is the ability of the replicative DNA polymerase to faithfully copy DNA. This ability is promoted not only by the high fidelity with which the polymerase selects correct versus incorrect nucleotide, but also by the reduced capacity for the polymerase to extend or replicate through primer/templates (P/Ts) containing distortions such as mismatches, abasic (AP) sites, or oxidative or bulky lesions \[[@B12]--[@B17]\]. This kinetic barrier to extension causes the replicative polymerase to stall. In many organisms, including prokaryotes, archea, and eukaryotes, stalling of the replicative polymerase is required to permit a short-term exchange with a low-fidelity polymerase (including one or more Y-family polymerases, or the B-family DNA polymerase *ζ*). This occurs via exclusive interactions of the respective polymerases with processivity factor in order to permit lesion bypass \[[@B18]--[@B27]\]. Although these lesion bypass polymerases are generally more error-prone and do not repair the lesion, they rescue the organism from lethal replication failure when DNA is damaged \[[@B28], [@B29]\]. The stalling of a replicative polymerase at DNA lesions or following misincorporation also appears to be important for self-correction by allowing engagement of the intrinsic 3′ to 5′ exonuclease (exo) activity to "proof-read" replication errors as they occur or to sense the presence of DNA lesions \[[@B14], [@B30]--[@B37]\]. Pre-steady-state and steady-state kinetic analysis of polymerases with or without a functional exo activity have been instrumental in understanding the mechanisms that permit DNA polymerases to copy DNA with high fidelity, as well as how they avoid the permanent mutagenic effects of misincorporated nucleotides or DNA damage \[[@B14], [@B15], [@B33], [@B34], [@B38]--[@B40]\].

This review analyzes the different mechanisms that control replication fidelity that are intrinsic to replicative DNA polymerases, with a specific focus on those that are utilized by the polymerase encoded by herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1)---the prototypic member of a family of viruses which cause high morbidity in the human population. Because of the ease with which they can be genetically manipulated, viruses have also proven to be excellent models to better understand the functions required for faithful genome duplication \[[@B41]--[@B45]\]. Moreover, viral polymerases, including the HSV-1 DNA polymerase and the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) reverse transcriptase, are important therapeutic targets of antiviral drugs \[[@B46]--[@B48]\]. A summary of studies that have reported the pre-steady-state and steady-state kinetics of HSV-1 DNA polymerase are provided and compared to those of other replicative polymerases to gain insight into the similarities and differences by which these polymerases control fidelity. By understanding how activities required for high-fidelity DNA replication are modulated and coordinated by the HSV-1 DNA polymerase, it may be possible to design novel antiviral approaches to thwart replication of this important human pathogen.

2. General Parameters that Control Polymerase Fidelity {#sec2}
======================================================

2.1. Nucleotide Selectivity {#sec2.1}
---------------------------

The single most important contributor to fidelity of most DNA polymerases is nucleotide selectivity---that is, the propensity with which the polymerase incorporates correctly versus incorrectly base-paired nucleotide \[[@B33], [@B34], [@B38], [@B49]--[@B53]\]. For replicative polymerases, nucleotide selectivity has been shown to account for an error rate in the range of \>10^−3^ to 10^−5^ \[[@B33], [@B34], [@B49], [@B52]\]. The structures of a variety of replicative DNA polymerases have been solved, including the structures for the A-type polymerases that replicate T7 bacteriophage \[[@B54]\] and mammalian mitochondria (pol *γ*; \[[@B55]\]), and the B-type replicative polymerases of the T4-related bacteriophage RB69 \[[@B56]\], HSV-1 \[[@B57]\], and yeast (*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*) DNA polymerase *δ* \[[@B58]\]. It is clear that the nucleotide-binding pocket is able to accommodate or snuggly "fit" the correctly paired nucleotide via space and geometry \[[@B59], [@B60]\]. This promotes a higher ground-state binding affinity of the correct, compared to incorrect, nucleotide. In addition, evidence points to an induced fit model, whereby the binding of correct nucleotide better promotes the conformational change necessary to form the closed structure required for catalysis \[[@B34], [@B49], [@B50], [@B54], [@B56], [@B61]\]. For the bulk of these polymerases, it is this conformational change, rather than the chemical catalytic step, which is rate-limiting for correct nucleotide incorporation under pre-steady-state conditions \[[@B34], [@B39], [@B62]--[@B64]\]. For incorrect nucleotide incorporation, there may be contributions from conformational and chemical steps as well as from the propensity for rapid dissociation of mispaired dNTP from the polymerase \[[@B65]\]. By contrast, the structure of the active site of the Y-family polymerases reveals that the relatively high frequency for mismatch incorporation (\>10^−3^) and for bypass of DNA lesions can be attributed to a more open active site than that formed by A or B type polymerases \[[@B66]--[@B69]\].

2.2. Proofreading by 3′-5′ Exonuclease Activity {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------

Most replicative polymerases possess or are closely associated with a 3′ to 5′ exo activity, and loss of this inherent or associated activity results in an increased mutation frequency in vitro and in vivo \[[@B70]--[@B74]\]. The contribution of the exo activity to increasing overall fidelity of DNA replication varies for different sequence contexts, but is on the order of 10- to 100-fold for most of the replicative polymerases \[[@B31], [@B33], [@B51], [@B63], [@B75], [@B76]\]. The importance of polymerase-associated exo activity in maintaining genomic stability in higher eukaryotes is also confirmed by the increased cancer incidence in transgenic mice containing an exo-deficient polymerase *δ* \[[@B5], [@B6]\] and by the premature aging that occurs in transgenic mice containing an exo-deficient pol *γ* \[[@B3]\].

Because the exo activity competes with the polymerizing activity for the 3′ primer terminus, high-fidelity replication in its presence might be expected to have a real cost in terms of polymerizing speed and/or efficiency. However, pre-steady-state kinetic experiments have demonstrated that the means by which both rapid polymerization and correct nucleotide incorporation can be maintained reflects the ability of a polymerase to partition the primer terminus to the polymerizing or exo sites as needed \[[@B15], [@B31], [@B33], [@B34], [@B62], [@B63], [@B77]\]. The relative efficiencies for polymerization and proofreading during active DNA synthesis are influenced by a variety of parameters, including the relative affinities of a matched or mismatched primer terminus for the polymerizing or exo site, the rates of polymerization at matched versus mismatched primer termini, the rates of excision of matched versus mismatched primer termini, and the ability of a primer end to switch between the polymerizing and exo site with or without dissociation of the template from the polymerase.

Donlin and coworkers \[[@B33]\] demonstrated that the T7 DNA polymerase holoenzyme (with *E. coli* thioredoxin processivity factor) possesses the same binding affinity for matched or mismatched P/T although the T7 pol binds P/T tighter to the polymerization domain than to the exo site. In addition, the polymerization rate of incorporation of correct nucleotides is fast (300/sec) and the excision rate on ssDNA is even faster (\>700/sec) \[[@B33], [@B62]\]. However, transfer of the primer to the physically distinct exo site is slower by 10-fold when the DNA is matched compared to when it is mismatched. When a misincorporation event occurs, the polymerization rate for T7 polymerase is slowed, permitting a transfer of the primer strand from the pol to the exo site. The rapid transfer of the mismatched nucleotide to the exo site permits excision of that nucleotide. For the T7 holoenzyme, the transfer of the now-matched P/T back to the polymerization site occurs without dissociation. Thus, the kinetic partitioning of the primer between the polymerizing and exo sites, without a rate-limiting dissociation of the holoenzyme from the P/T, permits rapid repair with little cost to overall rate of extension \[[@B33]\].

The structurally similar A-type mitochondrial polymerase (pol *γ*) possesses an inherently poorer fidelity than the T7 polymerase \[[@B31], [@B63]\]. Compared to T7 polymerase, excision of mismatched DNA occurs at a much slower maximum rate (9/sec). Nevertheless, error correction without enzyme dissociation occurs with an efficiency of 80% \[[@B31]\]. By contrast, another A-type enzyme, Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I, has an even slower rate of excision (0.003/sec), which would favor dissociation when that enzyme stalls at a mismatch \[[@B15], [@B77]\]. The latter results suggest that proofreading by Klenow is a less efficient means for error correction than by either bacteriophage T7 DNA polymerase or mammalian pol *γ*.

The T4 DNA polymerase catalytic subunit (a B-type polymerase) also incorporates correct nucleotides at a rapid rate (\>400/sec) whereas the exo activity excises ssDNA at a rate of approximately 100/sec \[[@B34]\]. As for the T7 polymerase, transfer of primer from the polymerization to the exo site is slower (5-fold for T4 polymerase) for matched compared to mismatched P/T. However, because the rate constant for dissociation of the T4 polymerase catalytic subunit from the P/T (6--8/sec) competes with that for transfer of a mismatched primer to the exo site (5/sec), direct editing can occur only 40% of the time. Therefore, editing by the T4 polymerase catalytic subunit is less efficient than by the T7 DNA polymerase holoenzyme \[[@B33], [@B34]\].

As shown for the T4-like RB69 bacteriophage DNA polymerase, the ability of a mispaired end to access the exo site requires a \~40° rotation relative to its position at the polymerase active site \[[@B56], [@B78]\]. Because the template strand is not firmly anchored during this movement to the exo site for Klenow enzyme, the DNA must diffuse to the exo site, although one-way diffusion could be facilitated by retention of the primer in the thumb domain during the conformational change \[[@B56], [@B79]\]. A *β*-hairpin within the exo domain of the B-type polymerase encoded by bacteriophage RB69 has been proposed to hold the template in place as the primer terminus is transferred from the polymerizing to the exo active sites \[[@B80]\]. The analogous hairpin of *S. cerevisiae* pol *δ* interacts extensively with the template strand which could stabilize the enzyme-DNA interaction during the conformational transition \[[@B58]\]. By contrast, the *β*-hairpin of RB69 polymerase does not associate with normal DNA and interacts with only a portion of the ssDNA template containing an abasic site \[[@B56], [@B58]\]. This could account for the relative inefficiency by which the RB69-like T4 DNA polymerase can edit mismatched DNA in a single association event \[[@B34], [@B58], [@B81]\].

2.3. Alternative Mechanisms by Which the Exo Activity Enhances Polymerase Fidelity {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is becoming increasingly clear that the exo activity associated with polymerases increases fidelity by mechanisms in addition to nucleotide editing. For example, the presence of exo activity also appears to be important for preventing translesion DNA synthesis or strand displacement synthesis by a number of polymerases, including those of pol *δ*, bacteriophage T4, and HSV-1 \[[@B14], [@B82]--[@B86]\]. This is because the ability of a polymerase to partition the DNA primer between the polymerizing and exo sites allows the enzyme to engage in idling turnover---that is, successive rounds of excision and incorporation, with or without dissociation---whenever it encounters a kinetic barrier to extension. This idling-behavior increases overall DNA replication fidelity because it prevents extension through abasic sites or oxidized nucleotides, such as 8-oxyguanine, which would have a high probability for introducing mutations \[[@B13]\]. Idling turnover by a polymerase also limits strand displacement synthesis. Failure to limit strand displacement synthesis by yeast pol *δ* during Okazaki fragment maturation has been shown to lead to the production of aberrant or improperly processed lagging strand intermediates in vitro and higher mutation frequency in vivo \[[@B83], [@B84]\].

2.4. Role of Processivity Factors in Fidelity of DNA Replication {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------

There has been much disagreement concerning the role of polymerase accessory proteins in maintaining fidelity. Parameters that could be altered by processivity factors include kinetic barriers to extending a mismatch or bypassing a lesion, the ability of the polymerase to partition its activity between the physically distinct exo and pol sites, the relative accessibility of the exo and pol sites, and dissociation of polymerase upon encountering a barrier to extension \[[@B33], [@B72], [@B76], [@B87], [@B88]\]. Capson et al. \[[@B34]\] proposed that the T4 polymerase processivity factor would enhance fidelity by limiting the dissociation of enzyme from mismatched P/T, thereby increasing the efficiency for direct editing by the enzyme. However, for several polymerases, an inverse relationship was shown between processivity or DNA binding and fidelity, at least under some circumstances \[[@B87]--[@B90]\]. For T7 DNA polymerase, the processivity factor was found to enhance fidelity by retaining the polymerase long enough to edit misincorporated nucleotides \[[@B33]\]. For T4 DNA polymerase, the addition of processivity factors to the wild-type enzyme had no impact on fidelity of DNA replication and did not permit lesion bypass. However the addition of processivity factors to an exo-deficient T4 polymerase did permit lesion bypass with low concentrations of enzyme, which did not permit efficient translesion synthesis in the absence of processivity factors \[[@B88]\]. Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) was also demonstrated to increase misinsertion frequency and to promote the ability of mammalian pol *δ* to bypass DNA lesions \[[@B87], [@B90], [@B91]\], thereby reducing fidelity. Likewise, the addition of processivity factor to mitochondrial polymerase (pol *γ*) reduced the incorporation fidelity of both the wild-type and exo-deficient enzyme in gap-filling assays, predominantly by enhancing the efficiency for extending mismatches \[[@B76]\].

3. Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 as a Model Eukaryotic Replicative DNA Polymerase {#sec3}
===============================================================================

3.1. Properties of the HSV-1 DNA Polymerase {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------

HSV-1 encodes a B-type DNA-dependent DNA polymerase that is the product of the UL30 gene and is essential for origin-dependent DNA synthesis in cell culture and for the production of infectious progeny virus in vivo \[[@B92]--[@B97]\]. In vitro, the HSV-1 DNA polymerase is also required together with 5 other viral encoded proteins for leading strand synthesis on model templates \[[@B98]\]. In addition to a 5′ to 3′ polymerizing activity, the polymerase catalytic subunit (pol) possesses an intrinsic 3′ to 5′ exo domain \[[@B57], [@B96], [@B99], [@B100]\]. In infected cells, HSV-1 pol forms a stable heterodimer with the product of the UL42 gene (UL42) \[[@B101]--[@B103]\]. The UL42 protein is a double-stranded DNA-binding protein that serves as an accessory protein to increase the processivity of the HSV-1 pol catalytic subunit \[[@B101], [@B104], [@B105]\]. The ability of the UL42 processivity subunit to form a stable heterodimer with the HSV-1 pol catalytic subunit resembles the type of arrangement observed for the A-type polymerases, T7 bacteriophage DNA polymerase and mitochondrial pol *γ*, with their respective processivity factors. However, the structure of HSV-1 UL30 pol catalytic subunit most closely resembles that for the eukaryotic replicative polymerase, pol *δ* \[[@B57], [@B58]\]. Interestingly, the structure of the UL42 processivity factor resembles that for a subunit of the pol *δ* processivity factor, PCNA \[[@B106], [@B107]\]. However, the two globular domains of HSV-1 UL42 are oriented differently from those of a PCNA monomer such that they could not easily form the toroidal structure of the homotrimeric PCNA processivity factor \[[@B106]\]. The co-crystal structure of UL42 with a pol C-terminal peptide suggests a flexible attachment to the unstructured C-terminal tail of HSV-1 pol, similar to what has been observed for other processivity factors with their cognate B-type polymerase \[[@B56]--[@B58], [@B78], [@B79], [@B106]\]. Since the UL42 processivity factor does not require energy or other proteins to load it onto DNA or to form the heterodimeric holoenzyme \[[@B101], [@B102], [@B104], [@B108]\], it is easier to investigate the role of processivity factor in controlling the fidelity of this viral replicative polymerase compared to that of its close homolog, pol *δ*.

3.2. Genetic Analysis of HSV-1 Replication Fidelity {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------------

Epidemiological studies suggest that HSV-1 DNA replication is not as faithful as that of its human host. For example, mutations occur frequently during HSV-1 replication in vivo, such that many nucleotide polymorphisms can be observed even in epidemiologically related strains of virus \[[@B109]--[@B111]\]. The genetic diversity of viral progeny that results from this poor fidelity is likely to contribute to selection of virus "mutants" capable of evading natural host immune mechanisms as well as antiviral drugs. Indeed, clinical isolates from humans not exposed to antiviral drugs have been shown to contain a preexisting subpopulation of virus resistant to high concentrations of acyclovir \[[@B112]\]. For random HSV-1 isolates from Japan, the average number of nucleotide differences observed in the 1,131 bp thymidine kinase (tk) gene was 3.3 \[[@B111]\]. In another study, the HSV-1 tk gene mutation frequency (estimated at 5 × 10^−5^) was determined by measuring the average frequency of acyclovir-resistant plaques that arose under nonselective growth conditions during a single replication cycle for independent cultures of an acyclovir-sensitive (wild-type) laboratory strain of HSV-1 \[[@B113]\].

Examining the role of the 3′-5′ exo activity in maintaining the fidelity of HSV-1 DNA replication in culture has been challenging since it has not been possible to isolate viral mutants by altering conserved residues within either the Exo I or Exo II sites \[[@B114], [@B115]\]. Most of the HSV-1 Exo II site pol mutations created by Gibbs and coworkers failed to complement the replication of a pol null virus or to synthesize any viral DNA in these complementation assays \[[@B115]\]. Biochemical analysis of similar Exo II mutants by another group revealed that these mutations compromised not only the exo activity, but also the extension activity of the polymerase, perhaps accounting for their lethal phenotype \[[@B116]\]. Mutations that map in the conserved Exo I residues that are involved in the coordination of the metal ions required for catalysis (e.g., D368A and E370A) also possess little if any exo activity, though their polymerase activities are similar to or greater than that of the wild-type HSV-1 pol \[[@B75], [@B116]\]. Nevertheless, the D368A Exo I mutation was lethal for virus replication \[[@B114]\]. It has been suggested that the exo and polymerizing domains of the HSV-1 pol may be fundamentally different and less distinct from each other than those domains for other polymerases \[[@B115]\]. However, the resolved crystal structure of the HSV-1 pol shows that the organization of the exo domain with respect to the palm, fingers, and thumb subdomains is similar to that shown for *S. cereviseae* pol *δ*  \[[@B57], [@B58]\].

The only exo-deficient HSV-1 polymerases capable of supporting virus replication are those that map to the conserved Exo III site \[[@B113]\]. These Exo III site mutant proteins (e.g., Y577H, a double mutant Y577H/D581A, and Y577F) were somewhat compromised for polymerizing activity, but the 3′ to 5′ exo activity was reduced from 6- to 50-fold, depending on the mutation \[[@B113], [@B116]\]. Transient expression of the Y577H and Y577H/D581A mutant pol genes complemented the replication of an HSV-1 pol null mutant virus, and viable virus progeny could be isolated when the mutations were introduced into the viral genome \[[@B113]\]. These viruses displayed a mutator phenotype with mutation frequencies that were 300- and 800-fold higher, respectively, than that for the parental wild-type virus \[[@B113]\]. The mutator phenotype of Exo III mutant viruses clearly demonstrates an important role for the intrinsic exo activity of the HSV-1 DNA polymerase in maintaining fidelity of viral DNA replication in culture. However, the inability of other exo-deficient polymerases to support virus replication, particularly the Exo I site mutants with wild-type polymerizing activity, suggests a more complex role for this domain during viral DNA replication.

3.3. Discrimination between Correct versus Incorrect Nucleotide for Incorporation by HSV-1 DNA Polymerase {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pre-steady-state kinetic analysis can provide a better understanding of the complex interactions between the polymerizing and exo functional domains by determining the individual parameters that control correct and incorrect nucleotide incorporation with undamaged template or a template with a noninformative lesion, such as an AP site. [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of several different pre-steady-state kinetic studies of single nucleotide incorporation by various HSV-1 polymerases---that is, the wild-type and the Exo I site mutant (D368A) pols with or without the UL42 processivity factor. For better comparisons, only the apparent *K*~d~s for dNTP are shown since true *K*~d~ for dNTP was determined in only one study \[[@B64]\]. The rate constants for correct nucleotide incorporation by the wild-type HSV-1 pol in the absence or presence of UL42 processivity factor were not significantly different in two different sequence contexts ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} and \[[@B64]\]). This contrasts with the ability of PCNA to increase the rates of polymerization by mammalian pol *δ* approximately 3-fold \[[@B39]\].

For wild-type HSV-1 pol, the rate constant for misincorporation of dATP opposite dA template (106/sec) was only moderately less than for correct incorporation of dTTP (157/sec) into the same P/T ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Discrimination between the correct and incorrect nucleotide for HSV-1 pol occurs predominantly at the level of ground state binding affinity of dNTP, as indicated by a \>20-fold decrease in affinity of dATP (incorrect) compared to dTTP (correct) for dA-containing template. Although the processivity factor slowed the rate of incorporation of mismatched dNTP by the wild-type pol approximately 4-fold, the pol/UL42 complex had an even greater difference in affinity between incorrect and correct dNTP compared to the wild-type pol catalytic subunit. Thus, HSV-1 pol, with or without processivity factor, discriminates between correct versus incorrect dNTP with similar relative efficiencies ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). The relative discrimination values shown in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} (34 and 130) differ somewhat from published values, since the latter used the lower true *K*~d~ (dNTP) values to estimate a misincorporation frequency of 1 in 300 for both pol and pol/UL42 \[[@B64]\]. This misincorporation frequency is approximately 10 times higher than that reported for the exo-deficient Klenow fragment of *E. coli* DNA polymerase I \[[@B53]\], suggesting that HSV-1 pol is one of the least faithful DNA polymerases with intrinsic exo activity \[[@B64]\]. It is interesting to note that a misincorporation frequency of 1 in 300 is similar to the nucleotide variation within the HSV-1 tk locus (an average of 3.3 changes for a gene of *∼*1,000 bp) noted among Japanese isolates \[[@B111]\]. Most other studies that have estimated lower HSV-1 mutation frequencies (between 5 × 10^−5^ and 5 × 10^−4^) have relied on the frequencies for isolating mutations in genes that are scored by function, such as acyclovir-resistance \[[@B113]\] or plaque color due to mutation in a lac Z locus introduced into the viral genome \[[@B117], [@B118]\]. Such studies naturally underestimate misincorporation frequency because they fail to score silent mutations that do not alter phenotype.

The D368A mutation renders the polymerase completely deficient in exo function but with a pre-steady-state polymerization rate constant for incorporation of correct nucleotide that is approximately 20% higher for the mutant catalytic subunit (199/sec) compared to the wild-type pol on the same P/T ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Although the relative differences in ground state binding affinity for mismatched versus matched nucleotide were similar for the exo^−^ and wild-type pols, the pre-steady-state rate constant for incorporating an incorrect nucleotide by this mutant pol was 23 times lower than that for incorporating a correct one ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). This results in an overall 600-fold reduced efficiency for incorporation of incorrect compared to correct dNTP by the exo^−^ pol. Overall, the HSV-1 exo^−^ pol misincorporates nucleotides \>5-times less efficiently than does the wild-type pol using the same P/T ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the HSV-1 exo^−^ pol misincorporation efficiency differs from that of exo-deficient Klenow enzyme by a factor of only 2 \[[@B53]\]. As discussed in detail in a subsequent section, the lower misincorporation efficiencies observed by the HSV-1 exo^−^ pol, compared to the wild-type pol, may reflect a defect in the ability of the enzyme, or enzyme:incorrect dNTP ternary complex, to transfer the primer terminus between the polymerizing and exo sites.

The specific impact of the UL42 processivity factor on the efficiency with which the exo-deficient pol can discriminate between incorrect and correct nucleotides for incorporation cannot be determined from [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. However, the ground-state binding affinity of the antiviral compound, acyclovir (ACV) triphosphate, for the exo^−^ pol/UL42 complex, is roughly the same as the affinity of dGTP for incorporation opposite a dC templating residue \[[@B120], [@B119]\] ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). By contrast, the rate constant for incorporation of ACV-TP by the exo^−^ pol/UL42 complex is considerably slower than the rate constant for incorporation of matched dNTP by the exo^−^ pol, but similar to that for incorporation of mismatched nucleotide by the exo^−^ catalytic subunit ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, it is likely that the slow rate-limiting step for incorporation of ACV-TP by the exo^−^ pol/UL42 reflects a slow conformational change and/or chemistry step, as suggested for mismatched dNTP incorporation \[[@B50]\].

3.4. Kinetics of Nucleotide Incorporation at AP Sites by HSV-1 DNA Polymerase {#sec3.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The kinetic parameters that govern nucleotide incorporation by the HSV-1 pol opposite an AP site on the template differ from those for either correct or incorrect incorporation with undamaged templates. For example, for wild-type pol, there is no significant difference in the rate constant for incorporation (*k*~pol~) of dATP opposite the matched dT compared to that for incorporation opposite an AP site ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). Pre-steady-state kinetic experiments also revealed that the productive binding of the HSV-1 pol to a P/T containing an AP site located 1 nucleotide downstream (+1) from the P/T interface (true *K*~d~  (DNA) = 42.1 ± 7.4 nM; \[[@B121]\]) was indistinguishable from that for undamaged P/T (true *K*~d~  (DNA) = 44 ± 3.0 nM; \[[@B64]\]). These results suggest that the enzyme cannot sense the AP site on the template strand ahead of attempts at incorporation. Nevertheless, the ground state binding affinity for dATP opposite the noncoding AP site (1/*K*~d~) was reduced approximately 5-fold for wild-type pol compared to that for incorporation opposite a matched nucleotide ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}).

3.5. Presteady-State Kinetics of Excision by the HSV-1 DNA Polymerase {#sec3.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Under single turnover conditions in which the wild-type pol is bound to P/T at equilibrium and excision is initiated by the addition of MgCl~2~ with high-excess cold DNA trap, the kinetics for excision of a mismatched P/T, or a P/T containing dA opposite an AP site, approach that for excision of frayed ssDNA ends by the wild-type pol/UL42 holoenzyme ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}, \[[@B64], [@B120]\]). The fast burst rate constant for excision of matched P/T by wild-type pol is considerably slower than that for mismatched or A:AP P/Ts ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). In addition, a smaller proportion of matched primer was cleaved, compared to primer opposite a mismatched or AP-containing template. Wild-type pol/UL42 also cleaved a smaller proportion of matched ends compared to frayed ones, and with a smaller burst rate constant ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). These results indicate that most of the matched P/T is held at equilibrium in the polymerization site with little difference in the relative distribution in the presence (12.5%) versus absence (6%) of processivity factor. Because the presence of excess unlabeled DNA trap prevents access of labeled P/T to any polymerase that dissociates, the slow burst rate constant for excision, when present, is indicative of the rate by which the primer strand is destabilized and transferred to the exo active site in a single association event (2.2/sec for pol and 0.25/sec for pol/UL42; [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). From these data alone, it is difficult to determine whether the differences observed in both fast and slow burst rate constants for cleavage of a dA/dT matched P/T by pol, compared to those for cleavage of dG/dC matched P/T by pol/UL42, reflect a greater thermal stability of the dG/dC base-pair or a significant slowing of excision rate by UL42. However, in side-by-side comparisons on the same matched P/T, Chaudhuri et al. \[[@B64]\] demonstrated no more than a 2-fold reduction in fast burst rates for cleavage of matched P/T in the presence versus the absence of UL42.

Although HSV-1 pol excises the 3′ nucleotide from mismatched or A:AP P/Ts at rates similar to those for ssDNA (unpublished results, but exemplified by the fast rates of excision of frayed ends by pol/UL42), only a portion of the P/Ts occupied by the pol are cleaved at the fast burst rate in a single-turnover ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). Since no slow burst rate was observed for wild-type pol with either P/T, the results indicate that the remainder of the P/Ts were either not bound to the enzyme or dissociated from it at a rate faster than that required to transfer the 3′ primer terminus from the polymerizing to the exo site. In the presence of pol/UL42, not only is a large proportion of frayed primer cleaved with a fast burst rate constant, but the remainder that bound initially at the polymerization site (27%; [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}) was transferred to the exo active site for cleavage prior to dissociation. These results suggest that UL42 might increase the overall fidelity of DNA synthesis by increasing the probability that a mismatched P/T will be excised prior to its dissociation from wild-type pol during processive synthesis, when most of the primer would be expected to be located at the polymerizing site.

As previously indicated by steady-state kinetic analysis \[[@B119]\], pre-steady-state kinetic analysis reveals that the excision of ACV-TP opposite the matched dC template is extremely slow, with a burst rate constant approximately 2000-fold slower than for the fast burst rate constant for excision of dG on matched template \[[@B120]\] ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). Excision is slowed another 25-fold when dNTP is present. In all cases, the excision rate is slower than the rate of transfer from the pol to the exo site and/or the rate of dissociation from the P/T since no slower burst rate was observed. The association of next correct dNTP has been reported to lock the polymerase into a dead-end complex with ACV-TP \[[@B119]\]. However, the comparatively small difference in excision burst rate constants in the presence versus absence of dNTP following ACV incorporation may suggest that the dNTP stabilizes a replicating P/T within the polymerizing site, thereby reducing its rate of transfer from the pol to exo site \[[@B57], [@B120]\]. Taken together, these results suggest the importance of the HSV-1 pol to possess a dynamic ability to switch the P/T between the polymerizing and exo sites for its ability to function properly, and a role for UL42 in preventing dissociation of pol from a mismatched primer terminus during active DNA extension.

3.6. Mismatch Extension by HSV-1 Pol during Processive Synthesis {#sec3.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Early steady-state experiments were used to determine the ability of the HSV-1 pol to extend mismatches \[[@B122]\]. Despite potent exo activity, the wild-type HSV-1 pol was observed to extend mismatches at high concentrations of next correct single nucleotide. However, the efficiency (*V*~max~/*K*~m~) for wild-type pol extension of mismatches with next correct nucleotide was considerably lower than for the exo^−^ pol \[[@B75], [@B122]\]. This was due in large part to cleavage of the mismatched primer terminus by the exo activity of the wild-type pol, resulting in an incorrectly matched P/T for extension with the tested nucleotide. Indeed, when the template nucleotide located at position --1 with respect to the mismatched primer terminus was complementary to the incoming nucleotide, efficiency for extending the "mismatched" P/T was virtually the same as for matched \[[@B75], [@B116]\]. Because dissociation would effectively reduce the *V*~max~, these results demonstrate the effective ability of the wild-type HSV-1 pol to switch the primer to the exo site, cleave the mismatch, switch it back to the polymerizing site, and incorporate new nucleotide, all without dissociating. It also suggests that with this kinetic partitioning, there is little cost to extension efficiency when proof-reading by the HSV-1 polymerase is required. Nevertheless, steady-state experiments do not provide an accurate measure of the ability of a polymerase to extend uncorrected mismatches.

Running-start single-turnover experiments have been used to gain a better understanding of the kinetic barrier for HSV-1 pol to extend mismatches and how the polymerase responds to misincorporation during active polymerization \[[@B75]\]. The data in \[[@B75]\] have been adapted and included in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for comparative purposes. In these experiments, the terminus of a 5′ end-labeled primer was located 3 nucleotides upstream (−3) of a target site that forced misincorporation due to the absence of matched nucleotide in the pool ([Figure 1(a)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Critical to these experiments was (1) a saturating or close to saturating concentration of all other nucleotides, (2) equilibrium binding of the polymerase to the P/T prior to initiation (in the presence of EDTA), and (3) initiation of reactions with MgCl~2~ and excess DNA to trap any polymerase molecules that dissociate from the P/T following initiation \[[@B75]\]. Because active polymerization would occur for several nucleotides, the P/T would be expected to be firmly bound to the polymerase active site for several cycles of processive correct nucleotide incorporations prior to a forced misincorporation event. Surprisingly, three-fourths of the P/T productively engaged by the wild-type pol misincorporated nucleotide at the target position, and two-thirds of those were extended by at least one additional nucleotide prior to dissociation (accounting for 48% of total P/T productively bound by the pol, see [Figure 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of a strong pause site \[[@B75]\] suggests that the wild-type pol switches the primer end to the exo site, cleaves the mismatch to form a matched P/T, then rapidly switches back to the pol site for another forced misincorporation event. Repeated cycles of excision and incorporation (idling) then ensue in a single association of the pol catalytic subunit with P/T, until the mismatch is successfully extended ([Figure 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that the rate of transfer of the mismatched primer terminus between the polymerizing and exo sites (one or more times) is greater than the rate of dissociation of the wild-type pol from the P/T during forced misincorporation.

The exo^−^ HSV-1 pol also misincorporated and extended mismatches, but the kinetics for misincorporation were markedly slower compared with wild-type pol, with only half of the productively engaged exo^−^ pol misincorporating within 2 sec ([Figure 1(c)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The latter results are in excellent agreement with the less efficient ability of the exo^−^ pol, compared to the wild-type pol, in incorporating an incorrect nucleotide in standing start experiments ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}). However, a similar proportion of available mismatched P/T was extended by the exo^−^ pol, compared with the wild-type pol, albeit at a slower rate. The near linear kinetics for mismatch extension by the exo^−^ pol are not the result of multiple turnovers of enzyme with P/T because of the presence of DNA trap. Instead, the absence of a burst likely indicates that the rate-limiting step is the slow rate of primer switching (*∼*0.24/sec \[[@B75]\]) from the polymerizing to the exo site and back when the mismatch cannot be cleaved.

The impact of the UL42 processivity factor in preventing mismatch extension is clearly observed in these running start experiments. Not only do fewer mismatched P/T accumulate in the presence (26%) versus absence (76%) of UL42, but only 5.6% of all P/T (21% of those that misincorporated) are extended one nucleotide beyond the mismatch and none were extended further ([Figure 1(d)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; \[[@B75]\]). Because the rates of incorporation of incorrect nucleotide and excision of mismatches or frayed ends (Tables [1](#tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}, resp.) do not differ substantially for wild-type HSV-1 pol in the presence or absence of processivity factor, the results suggest that UL42 increases the efficiency and/or rates by which the mismatched/frayed primer terminus is transferred between the polymerizing and exo sites in a single association event during active replication.

3.7. Failure of the HSV-1 DNA Polymerase to Bypass AP Lesions during Active Replication {#sec3.7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Similar running-start single-turnover experiments have been performed on P/Ts in which the target site on the template was an AP site, located 4 nt downstream of the primer terminus ([Figure 1(f)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The data have been adapted from a previously published report \[[@B121]\] to permit side-by-side comparisons with mismatch extension data \[[@B75]\]. The wild-type HSV-1 pol extended the primer to the AP target site with more rapid burst kinetics than it did to a misincorporation target (compare Figures [1(g)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, compared to mismatches, AP sites posed a greater kinetic barrier to extension by the wild-type HSV-1 pol, since no lesion bypass was detected ([Figure 1(g)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; \[[@B121]\]). With such a high kinetic barrier, the rate of dissociation of the pol from the damaged P/T exceeded that required for extension, resulting in a smaller percentage (30%) of primer extended to the AP target site ([Figure 1(g)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) compared to that which resulted from misincorporation (76%; [Figure 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The absence of exo activity prevents excision of the residue that is incorporated opposite an AP site and, as observed following misincorporation, this slows the transfer of primer between the exo and polymerizing sites. Although the exo^−^ pol was able to bypass AP lesions, bypass synthesis was extremely inefficient ([Figure 1(h)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These results are in agreement with the requirement for exo-deficiency in order for the HSV-1 pol to incorporate nucleotide opposite a cisplatin cross-link \[[@B85]\]. It was also shown in those studies that neither the wild-type nor exo^−^ pol, with or without UL42 processivity subunit, could completely bypass the cisplatin lesion. However, UL42 did increase the ability of HSV-1 exo^−^ pol to incorporate nucleotide opposite the cisplatin lesion \[[@B85]\]. No studies to date have examined the ability of UL42 to permit AP lesion bypass synthesis.

AP sites have been shown to be present in HSV-1 replicating and virion DNA at a frequency of 2.8--5.9/genome equivalent \[[@B121]\]. Given that wild-type pol is unable to bypass these lesions, there must be other mechanisms to permit synthesis through or around AP lesions, such as recombination or repair. The newly discovered AP and 5′-deoxyribose phosphate lyase activities of the HSV-1 pol, both of which are involved in base excision repair, might perform such a task to repair AP lesions \[[@B123]\]. It is also possible that other viral DNA replication components would permit lesion bypass.

3.8. Importance of Kinetic Partitioning between the Polymerizing and exo Sites for Fidelity {#sec3.8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The kinetic barrier to extending a mismatched P/T prevents most misincorporation events from becoming fixed mutations. The exo activity of the HSV-1 pol reinforces the kinetic barrier by permitting excision of the mismatched primer terminus when the polymerase "stalls". In reality, the polymerase does not truly stall when it encounters a kinetic barrier, but rather engages in idling at that site through successive rounds of incorporation and excision, even in the absence of the UL42 processivity factor. The idling activity is made possible by the ability of the polymerase to dynamically switch the P/T from the polymerizing site to the exo site and back. Pre-steady-state kinetic analysis has demonstrated that UL42 increases the processivity of the HSV-1 pol from *∼*1700 to \>5,000 per association event \[[@B64]\]. UL42 also increases the efficiency of excision of mismatches formed during processive DNA synthesis by increasing the rate and/or efficiency of transfer of the mismatched primer between the polymerizing and exo active sites. This makes UL42 an unusual fidelity factor because it affects neither the rates of polymerization nor the rates of excision \[[@B64]\]. Moreover, UL42 does not promote mismatch extension or lesion bypass, distinguishing it from the functions of the processivity factors of polymerases in the same family, such as T4 DNA polymerase and mammalian pol *δ* \[[@B87], [@B88], [@B91]\].

Mounting evidence suggests that altering the ability of the HSV-1 pol to switch between the exo and pol active sites will have an impact on fidelity. It is interesting to note that mutations in UL42 that either increase or decrease affinity for DNA result in decreased replication fidelity and reduced numbers of viable virus progeny \[[@B117], [@B118]\]. Although classical measures of this idling activity depend on the presence of a functional exo activity \[[@B82]\], the running-start single-turnover experiments described in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the ability of the HSV-1 polymerase to switch the primer terminus between the exo and pol sites even in the absence of exo catalytic activity. However, the increased affinity of the exo site for mismatched primer (ssDNA), and the corresponding decreased affinity of mismatched DNA for the polymerizing site, renders the catalytically inactivated Exo I site mutant pol (D368A) less efficient in switching behavior and in extending mismatched primers \[[@B75], [@B122]\]. The fact that the Exo I mutant pol is also slower in its ability to incorporate incorrect dNTP than the wild-type pol suggests that binding of an incorrectly matched dNTP to the HSV-1 pol may destablize the association of the primer terminus with the polymerizing active site. UL42 slows the rate of switching of the exo^−^ pol on mismatched termini during processive synthesis even more ([Figure 1(e)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; and \[[@B75]\]). If the rate of switching is slower than that for dissociation of the polymerase from the P/T, then extension would be disfavored, which could explain why no viable progeny have been isolated with this particular mutation \[[@B114]\].

Mutations outside the exo domain may also impact P/T switching by the HSV-1 pol. Kinetic analysis of HSV-1 pol containing a finger domain mutation (L774F) showed significant stalling during normal elongation and a decreased efficiency for extending mismatches \[[@B124], [@B125]\]. When introduced into the pol gene of the virus, this mutation increased fidelity of DNA synthesis compared to that of the parental virus, regardless of the presence or absence of an Exo III site mutation \[[@B124], [@B125]\]. These properties are consistent with enhanced idling-turnover ability and increased primer switching compared to the wild-type pol. For T4 DNA polymerase, mutations that increase the switching rate have also been shown to possess antimutator activity \[[@B41]\], consistent with the importance of the ability of the pol to efficiently transfer the primer end between the polymerizing and exo active sites to maintain fidelity. Since the T4 switch mutations do not map to the same domain as the HSV-1 L774F mutation, additional studies will be required to ascertain the mechanism by which the HSV-1 finger domain mutant enhances replication fidelity.

3.9. Kinetic Partitioning and Virus Viability {#sec3.9}
---------------------------------------------

The ability of the HSV-1 DNA polymerase to engage in dynamic switching of P/T between the pol and exo sites when kinetic barriers to extension are encountered is likely to be essential to the viability of virus. It is interesting to note that part of the effectiveness of the chain-terminator, acyclovir, now appears to be its influence on the ability of the HSV-1 pol to switch the primer terminus between the polymerizing and exo sites. As suggested by Hanes et al. \[[@B120]\], the addition of dNTP to an HSV-1 pol that has incorporated ACV may favor retention of the ACV-containing P/T at the pol site, making ACV less likely to be removed by the exo activity.

We propose that compounds that specifically target the HSV-1 pol exo activity for inactivation, or that significantly inhibit the ability of replicating viral DNA to be transferred between the polymerizing and exo sites, would be effective antiviral agents. By holding the primer terminus in the exo site, extension by the polymerase would be slowed and could lead to chain termination and replication failure. Holding the primer in the polymerase active site would be expected to decrease the ability of the polymerase to excise mismatches that are frequently formed by the polymerase and to increase the probability for mismatch extension. This would lead to the accumulation of a lethal number of mutations during replication. Due to the conserved nature of the polymerase among the herpesvirus family members \[[@B96]\], it should be possible to target other herpesvirus polymerases in the same way, particularly those for which no effective nontoxic inhibitor has been identified to date.
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![Running-start single-turnover kinetics for extension of mismatched or damaged P/Ts by HSV-1 DNA polymerase. Panels (a)--(e) represent forced misincorporation and extension reactions and are adapted from \[[@B75]\] whereas panels (f)--(h) show extension of AP-containing P/Ts and are adapted from \[[@B121]\]. (a) A partial sequence of the P/T (5′ end-labeled 45 nt primer annealed to 67 nt template) is shown. The dNTPs added lacked dATP to force misincorporation opposite position 49 in reactions containing the wild-type pol (b), exo^−^ pol (c), wild-type pol/UL42 (d), or exo^−^ pol/UL42 (e). Reactions were performed with 50 nM enzyme, 100 nM P/T, and 250 *μ*M of each dNTP indicated and single-turnover conditions were ensured by the addition of nonradioactive activated calf-thymus DNA trap (500 *μ*g/ml) at the time of initiation. Reactions were terminated by the addition of EDTA, products were separated on denaturing polyacrylamide gels, gels were exposed to storage phosphor screens, and bands were quantified as previously described \[[@B75], [@B121]\]. (b)--(e) show plots of the concentration of products formed greater than or equal to 48 (*⚫*), 49 (▪), or 50 (▴) nt in length. Except as indicated, the data were fit to the burst equation \[extension  product\] = *A*(1 − *e*^−*kt*^), where *A* is the burst amplitude, *k* is the observed rate constant, and *t* is the reaction time. The plots for formation of 50 nt product by the exo^−^ pol or exo^−^ pol/UL42 were produced by fitting the data to a linear function. The percentages next to each curve represent the amounts of primer ≥ to that length compared to the amount of P/T actively engaged by the respective polymerases (i.e., that were extended by at least 1 nt). (f) A partial sequence of the P/T is shown. A dSpacer (dSp) was placed at position 46 from the 3′ end of the template to mimic an abasic site. Reactions were performed as indicated above except that all four dNTPs were included for extension by wild-type pol (g) or exo^−^ pol (h). Products representing primers extended to position 45 located 1 nt upstream (−1) of the AP site and beyond (*⚫*), products extended to the AP site and beyond (▪), and products that were extended 1 or more nucleotides past the AP site (▴) are shown. The data in the plots were fit to the burst equation or to a linear function as indicated for plots (b)--(e). The numbers to the right of the curves represent the percentage of primers extended at least to this site compared to the number that were actively engaged by the respective polymerases.](JNA2010-631595.001){#fig1}

###### 

Summary of presteady-state kinetics of nucleotide incorporation by HSV-1 DNA polymerase.

  Enzyme       Primer/template end after incorp.   dNTP:Template N^a^   k~pol~ (sec^−1^)^b^         *K*~d~(dNTP) apparent(*μ*M)^c^   Efficiency (*μ*M^−1^ sec^−1^)(inverse rel. discrim)^d^
  ------------ ----------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  WT pol       Matched                             dATP:dT              258 ± 38^h,j^ (estimated)   ND^e^                            ND
  dTTP:dA      157 ± 31^f^                         12.2 ± 5.7^  f^      12.9 ± 2.5                                                   
  Mismatched   dATP:dA                             106 ± 9^f^           279 ± 83^f^                 0.38 ± 0.03 (34)                 
  Abasic       dATP:Sp\[0\]                        209 ± 33^h^          75 ± 37^h^                  2.8 ± 0.44 (4.6)                 
                                                                                                                                     
  Exo^−^ pol   Matched                             dTTP:dA              199 ± 26^i^                 4.8 ± 2.1^i^                     41.5 ± 5.4
               Mismatched                          dATP:dA              8.7 ± 0.5^j^                131 ± 24^j^                      0.07 ± 0.004 (600)
                                                                                                                                     
  WT           Matched                             dATP:dT              261 ± 26^f^ (estimated)     ND                               ND
  pol/UL42     dTTP:dA                             137 ± 21^f^          6.4 + 2.8^f^                21.4 ± 3.3                       
               Mismatched                          dATP:dA              37 ± 4^f^                     229 + 89^f^                    0.16 ± 0.02 (130)
                                                                                                                                     
  Exo^−^       Matched                             dGTP:dC              640 ± 60^g^ (estimated)     8 ± 2^g^                         80 ± 7.5
  pol/UL42     Chain term                          ACV-TP:dC            10.1 ± 0.8^g^                 6 ± 1^g^                       1.7 ± 0.3 (48)

^a^Refers to incoming dNTP for incorporation opposite the templating residue (N) indicated.^b^Rate constant at unlimiting incoming dNTP concentration determined by the equation *k*~obs~ = *k*~pol~\[dNTP\]/(\[dNTP\] + *K*~d~). ^c^Apparent ground-state dissociation constant of dNTP determined according to the function indicated above. ^d^Efficiency for incorporation of dNTP was calculated as *k*~pol~/*K*~d~(dNTP). Relative discrimination was estimated by dividing the efficiency for formation of a matched terminus by that for formation of mismatched, abasic, or chain terminator (acyclovir triphosphater, ACV-TP) primer/template interface. Number shown in parentheses is inverse of relative discrimination for formation of that terminus. ^e^Not Done (ND). ^f^From \[[@B64]\]. ^g^From \[[@B120]\]. ^h^From \[[@B121]\]. ^i^From \[[@B75]\]. ^j  ^From \[[@B126]\]

###### 

Summary of presteady-state kinetics of excision by wild-type HSV-1 polymerase.

  Enzyme                     P/T interface           Fast burst rate constant (sec^−1^)   P/T excised at fast rate (%)   Slow burst rate constant (sec^−1^)   P/T excised at slow rate (%)
  -------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------------------------
                             dA/dT (matched)         59 ± 18^b^                           6^b^                           2.2 ± 0.7^b^                         26^b^
  WT pol^a^                  dA/dA (mismatched)      113 ± 7^c^                           29^c^                          NA                                   NA
                             dA/AP (abasic)          130 ± 0^c^                           39^c^                          NA                                   NA
                                                                                                                                                              
  WT pol/UL42^**d**^         dG/dC (matched)         12 ± 6^b^                            12.5^b^                        0.25 ± 0.02^b^                       87.5^b^
  dG (8 nt frayed)           125 ± 7^b^              73^b^                                1.3 ± 0.2^b^                   27^b^                                
  ACV/dC (matched)           (5.1 ± 0.4) × 10^−3c^   96^c^                                NA                             NA                                   
  ACV (8 nt frayed)          ≥ 0.3^c^                100^c^                               NA                             NA                                   
  ACV/dC + dNTP              (2 ± 0.6) × 10^−4c^     94^c^                                NA                             NA                                   
  ACV (8 nt frayed) + dNTP   ≥ 0.3^c^                100^c^                               NA                             NA                                   

^a^ The wild-type pol catalytic subunit (25 nM) was incubated in the presence of EDTA with 10 nM of a 46 nt primer annealed to a 67 nt template differing only at the primer/template (P/T) interface as indicated. Single turnover conditions were achieved by initiating reactions with MgCl~2~ plus activated calf thymus DNA to trap dissociating pol (from \[[@B121]\]). All kinetic constants are apparent.

^b^The amount of full-length primer remaining was plotted as a function of time and the data were fit to the five-parameter double exponential decay function \[intact primer\] = *ae*^-*b*t^ + *ce*^-*d*t^ + *f*, where *a* and *b* are the amplitude and burst rate constant, respectively, during the fast phase, and *c* and *d* are the amplitude and burst rate constant during the slow phase of excision. The *f* constant represents the amount of unexcised primer remaining due to dissociation of the enzyme from the P/T or to failure of the enzyme to bind all of the P/T prior to initiation.

^c^The amount of full-length primer remaining was plotted as a function of time and the data were fit to a three-parameter single exponential decay function \[intact primer\] = *ae*^-*b*t^ + *c* due to the absence of a slower phase. NA, not applicable for single exponential functions.

^d^The wild-type pol/UL42 heterodimer (100 nM) was incubated in the presence of EDTA under single turnover conditions with 90 nM 26 nt primer containing the 3′ nucleotide dGMP (dG) or acyclovir monophosphate (ACV) annealed to a 45 nt template prepared as described \[[@B120]\]. In some cases as indicated, the P/T contained 8 mismatches at the 3′ end of the primer (frayed), the last of which was ACV. When added, the concentration of dNTPs was 100 *μ*M (from \[[@B120]\]). All kinetic constants are apparent.
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